SWAD–Europe Deliverable std 3.2: Dissemination and Exploitation: Project Website

Project name: W3C Semantic Web Advanced Development for Europe (SWAD-Europe)
Project Number: IST-2001-34732
Workpackage name: Workpackage description: 3: Dissemination and Exploitation
Deliverable title: Dissemination and Exploitation: Project Website
URI: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Europe/reports/std_project_website/
Outcome URI: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Europe/
Authors: Project team
Abstract: (from workplan) Provide a public website for the project: a central site from which all work done as part of the project can be found. Incorporate, using Semantic Web technology, pointers from discussion lists and other work. Maintain pointers to work in progress as well as finished work. The site will provide project overviews and highlights; up-to-date information on intermediate and final project results, including public reports and synthesis reports drawn from selected confidential material; project events, including e.g. user group meetings, conferences and workshops; contact details, etc. The Website will be cross-linked from/to other relevant EC and EC sponsored sites.
STATUS: A public Web site for SWAD-Europe is now public, hosted by W3C.

Project Website

An initial public Web site for SWAD-Europe is published at: http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/Europe/)
The Web site will be maintained throughout the life of the project.